NORRAG Editorial Board

Terms of References and Composition
The Editorial Board’s role is to support NORRAG in its strategy for the production, dissemination and brokering of critical knowledge around its core themes. The Editorial Board will help to ensure that NORRAG’s publications both fit into and cover the key themes of its work, notably international policy agendas and governance; right to education/human rights-based approaches in basic education; private sector engagement in education and innovative financing, and the basic education-vocational skills development nexus. It will act as the guarantor of quality and diversity of print and on-line publications by working with the editors of NORRAG’s book series, NORRAG Special Issue (NSI) and NORRAG’s blog to:

1. Suggest to the editors of the following three main NORRAG knowledge products both topics and contributors for the following:
   a. *NORRAG Series on International Education Development*; an open-access book series, published by E. Elgar Publisher
   b. *NORRAG Special Issues (NSI)*, an online thematic journal with short policy-relevant contributions as well as partial translations and adaptations by partner institutions into the six languages of the UN system: Arabic, Chinese, French, English, Russian, and Spanish
   c. *NORRAG Blog*, published online with approximately 25 blog posts per year
2. Give feedback on existing publications;
3. Help develop and update a pool of reviewers.

The editors of the NORRAG series, NSI, and NORRAG blog are remunerated positions, held by research staff or contractors of NORRAG. The book series is edited by the person holding the directorship of NORRAG and is transferred to the new director once a change occurs. The work for the three knowledge products is carried out by the NORRAG staff or consultants.

The Chair of the Editorial Board is a Senior Advisor of NORRAG whose nomination is submitted by the Director for approval by the Consultative Committee of NORRAG. The Chair serves for a period of three years and may be renewed, by mutual consent, for a second term. The Chair is a member of the NORRAG Consultative Committee.

The Editorial Board will be composed of:

- Chair of the Editorial Board: Senior Advisor of NORRAG
- NORRAG Director in their capacity as editor of the book series
- The editors of NSI in Arabic, Chinese, French, Russian, and Spanish
- Editor of the NORRAG blog
- 2 external board members

The two external members will be nominated by the Director and the Chair of the Editorial Board for a three-year period, renewable by mutual consent for an additional term. The Board will work virtually, and if circumstances permit, will bring together once a year the members who are available at international conferences or meetings.
The Editorial Board is currently composed of:

- **Felicitas María Acosta**, Professor and Researcher, Universidad Nacional de General Sarmiento, Buenos Aires and Editor of the Spanish language version of NSI
- **Emeline Brylinski**, Research Associate, NORRAG and Editor of NORRAG Special Issue
- **Alexandra Draxler**, Senior Advisor of NORRAG, Board Chair
- **Fabrice Jaumont**, Research Fellow, Fondation Maison des Sciences de l'Homme; President, Center for the Advancement of Languages, Education, & Communities; and Editor of the French language version of NSI.
- **Alima Ibrasheva**, Senior Researcher, Nazarbayev University Graduate School of Education and Editor of Russian NSI
- **Ji Liu**, Professor of Comparative Education and Economics of Education at the Tin Ka Ping School of Education, Shaanxi Normal University and editor of the NORRAG Blog
- **Jacqueline Mosselson**, Associate Professor, Department of Educational Policy, Research & Administration, University of Massachusetts, Amherst
- **Natasha Ridge**, Executive Director of Sheikh Saud bin Saqr Al Qasimi Foundation for Policy Research and Editor of the Arabic language version of NSI
- **Iveta Silova**, Professor and Director of the Center for the Advanced Studies in Global Education at Mary Lou Fulton Teachers College, Arizona State University
- **Gita Steiner-Khamsi**, Professor of Comparative and International Education at Teachers College, Columbia University and Graduate Institute of International and Development Studies, Director of NORRAG
- **Jun Teng**, Deputy Director, Associate Professor of Institute of International and Comparative Education-IICE, Beijing Normal University and Editor of the Chinese language version of NSI